
CENTRALIZED VISIBILITY FOR ALL FILE ACTIVITY

Only With Incydr
Incydr gives you the visibility, context and control needed to stop valuable data from going to places you don’t trust without 
slowing the business down. Unlike traditional data protection approaches that take months, if not years, to realize value, it 
deploys in hours with almost no learning curve so you can address material risk to the business in a matter of days.

Without a lot of resources, you’ll gain control over the data leaving your organization today and power the secure work 
habits needed to decrease how often employees put data at risk in the future.

BREADTH AND DEPTH OF METADATA TO ACCELERATE  
INVESTIGATION AND RESPONSE

A REIMAGINED ADMIN EXPERIENCE

INTELLIGENT, CONTEXT-DRIVEN PRIORITIZATION:  
A CLEAR SIGNAL OF RISK

RIGHT-SIZED & AUTOMATED RESPONSE CONTROLS  
AT THE EDGE

Connect with us to see Incydr at work in your organization.
Check out our fast, simple 4-week Proof of Value experience.

Incydr is purpose-built to stop data loss at the hands of employees and contractors. It works across all 
major operating systems, and detects file exfiltration via web, USB, cloud apps, file sharing, Airdrop, 
email and a lot more. 

BENEFIT: Get unmatched visibility into untrusted data movement across your environment 
without pulgins or proxies.

BENEFIT: No configuration or policies required. Customers see their prioritized risk on day 1.

BENEFIT: Swiftly and accurately conduct forensic investigations. 

BENEFIT: Automated response controls streamline your security workflow and let you respond 
with confidence.

BENEFIT: Incydr is intuitive to use and easy to deploy and manage — you’ll feel supported every 
step of the way.

Unmatched breadth and depth of metadata around all file activity — for example, file path, MD5 
Hash and modification data — is immediately and continuously available for rapid forensic event 
investigation, with easy search and filter functionality to locate relevant context. Critically, this 
metadata visibility does not rely on the device being physically present, or even online.

Incydr is a single tool for all operating systems, cloud apps, all and all browsers. It deploys in days, 
and a single administrator can manage thousands of users. With expert consulting services and 
micro-training in the portfolio, Incydr was designed for the security professional who wants to 
spend less time managing risk. 

Incydr uses 60+ Insider Risk Indicators based on file, vector and user behaviors and characteristics to 
differentiate between trusted and untrusted activity and prioritize risk.

Incydr gives you no-code, in-app response capabilities ranging from containing the damage to 
providing targeted education so that you can stop data loss in a way that is proportional to a risk’s 
severity. Incydr’s Cases functionality gives you pre-built workflows for high-severity investigations, 
so HR and Legal can step in when needed.
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